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Topical Importance: the study of understanding complex texts in a foreign
language was studied by S.T. Folomkina, N.D. Galskova, and. N.I. Guez,

E.A. Masliko, P.K. Babinskay, M.V. Mironova, M.V. Soloveva,
G.A. Megerdichev, E.G. Bieva, L.L. Yakovleva. However, with regard to ianguage
colleges this problem was not considered: This fact comes into conflict with the
demands of educational practice and actualizes the study of understanding complex

texts in a foreign language at

art

advanced level of training in linguistic college.

Goals: to develop a system of exercises that facilitates understanding of the
complex in a foreign language by linguistic students of the college at an advanced
level.

Tasks:

1. To form an idea about the multidimensionality of understanding.

2. To identiff the peculiarities of teaching reading in a foreign

.

,

language in the

linguistic college.

3. To characterizethe text and the para.meters of its complexity.
4. To justiff the process of formation of readiness to understand complex
language students of the college.

texts

5' To develop a system of exercises

for understanding complex texts language

students of the college.

Theoretical value and practical applicability: the theoretical significance
lies in the justification of the multidimensionality of understanding,
identifting the
characteristics of learning to read attan advanced level in
the linguistic college,
hightighted text complexity settings. The practical significance
of the research is to
develop exercises for understanding complex texts in teaching
a foreign language

at

secondary educational establishments linguistic profile,

as well

as

recommendations for their use.

rmplementation advice: designed exercise program can be used
during
teaching of reading at an advanced level in the linguistic college.

